
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE POLYTRACK@2021.10.27 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R80.000, 12:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: On a line through Master Keeku, GLOBAL PATH could have the measure of GUY FOX 
and FERRANDO. He is a speedy sort that could relish the polytrack. GUY FOX actually finished first, 
beating Master Keeku, but was disqualified due to losing a bit of weight last time. GLOBAL PATH and 
FERRANDO have proven difficult in the past and it could pave the way for GUY FOX to do everything 
right, if he doesn't misbehave. FERRANDO was having only his second start when an eye catching third 
from a wide draw and could come on. First timers in the hunt as well - follow the betting moves. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Global Path, #4 Guy Fox, #3 Ferrando, #8 Edge Of Eternity 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R78.000, 13:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ETHIOPIAN QUEEN has come in for support in all three starts and showed good 
potential. The drop in distance could do the trick and she can reward followers. LADIES DAY has decent 
form and may have just needed it last time, but she will have to jump on terms over today's distance. This 
is the right distance for NAMAQUA DOVE who is overdue and has a master tactician up. She takes quite 
a drop in trip from her last start, but is a serious runner. SHIELD MAIDEN has the ability but the penny 
hasn't dropped with her just yet. Both debutantes are bred to fly - watch. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Ethiopian Queen, #5 Ladies Day, #7 Namaqua Dove, #3 Shield Maiden 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R80.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: QUEEN MERCURY should go very close. Her local debut was good and while she was 
beaten as favourite last time she appeared in need of that first polytrack experience. WINTER'S 
DESTINY showed little pace in the Western Cape and may prefer the polytrack - one to watch for big 
improvement after a layoff. ROYAL OASIS has been plagued by bad draws until now and is capable of 
mounting a strong challenge on best form. SHAKEN NOT STIRRED impressed in her penultimate but 
then disappointed last time. She has drawn better and could spring a surprise. First timers also in it - 
follow the betting closely. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Queen Mercury, #9 Winter's Destiny, #1 Royal Oasis, #2 Shaken Not Stirred 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1800m, Poly, R80.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: IQEMBULABESIFAZANE was a bit disappointing last time in comparison to her 
previous run over the same course and distance. She is still learning what it's all about and a change of 
tactics over the longer trip could see her produce a stronger effort. MAXINE DU MONDE could take 
advantage if she fluffs her lines. The latter has more than once produced a good run only to find just one 
better. Her second to Patronage stands out and she can finally score. Watch out for improvement from 
ARION OF ADRAST and BOLD BOUNDARIES who have scope for big improvement. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Iqembulabesifazane, #3 Maxine Du Monde, #4 Arion Of Adrast, #6 Bold Boundaries 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 2000m, Poly, R80.000, 15:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ISLA MORADA looks to be reaching winning ways again. Her last two runs on turf were 
crackers and she is now back on her best surface. Expect a big run. HEARTSEASE showed some 
potential as a juvenile and looks to have needed her comeback run. She could prefer this longer distance. 



Another three-year-old ALITTLEBITNAUGHTY tried this longer trip on the turf last time but may have 
done too much in that race. She knows the trip now and can improve. PEANUT BUTTER found her last 
race a bit short and could overcome her draw early. Must be included. LAUREL LANE has a say as well. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Isla Morada, #6 Heartsease, #9 Alittlebitnaughty, #11 Peanut Butter 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R80.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ORANGE BOWL caught the eye when not far behind BRUNILDA and MAID IN 
FRANCE. She has drawn slightly better and the booking of her 4kg claiming apprentice as well as the fact 
that she will be having her third run after a rest makes her an attractive proposition. Watch out for 
CHELSEA FLOWER who impressed on her poly debut. She was having only her second start and 
stepped up in distance, yet won like a professional. HOT MONEY put in a bold bid again last time and is 
worth including. Ignore TO THE MAX's last run on the turf. She was unlucky not to win her penultimate. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Orange Bowl, #4 Chelsea Flower, #7 Hot Money, #2 To The Max 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R80.000, 16:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ANOTHER LOVE simply adores the polytrack, producing powerful finishes and wins. 
She takes a step up in class along with a hike in ratings. She may battle to give LADY LEGEND 7kg with 
the advantage of a better draw. The latter is knocking hard again and could capitalise, but it could be 
close. Doesn't end there. PURPLE PERSUASION finished ahead of LADY LEGEND when coming back 
to form back on the poly and could confirm. PURPLE NKANYEZI wasn't disgraced over 1600m on the turf 
and could prove to be dangerous back on the synthetic. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Lady Legend, #8 Another Love, #5 Purple Persuasion, #4 Purple Nkanyezi 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 27.10.2021, Race 8, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R80.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Wide open top division race to end. DANDOLO ran a good race over 1000m on the poly 
and should build on that over further. He is capable but needs to be in the right mood. AD ALTISIMA is a 
horse that must not be taken lightly on the poly. He has drawn almost as well as DANDOLO and his 4kg 
claim may give him the edge. AQUA BOLT is an interesting entry. He could be anything on the poly as his 
stable has been in fantastic form at this centre. MASHARI is never one to ignore and with LIGHT THAT 
LOOSE, BURNING WINGS and SNIPER SHOT bring consistent form into it. Go wide. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Dandolo, #4 Ad Altisima, #5 Aqua Bolt, #8 Light That Loose 
 
Best Win: #6 ETHIOPIAN QUEEN                      
Best Value Bet: #8 ORANGE BOWL                          
Best Longshot: #8 ORANGE BOWL                          


